Testimonials about Barbara Lewis from Zillow
Highly likely to recommend
7/12/2018 - Lauren Majors
Sold a Single Family home in 2018 in Berkeley Heights, NJ
Barbara helped us during an extremely stressful time and made the process easy and smooth. She is
very knowledgeable about the market and the area. She never minded us calling even late at night
and went above and beyond what I expected a realtor to do. Even once the house was sold she was
still helping us. She collected our mail and an object we forgot and mailed it to us. I would highly
recommend her for selling a home.

Highly likely to recommend
7/11/2018 - zuser20160707073816763
Sold a Single Family home in 2018 in Berkeley Heights, NJ.
Barbara Lewis was an incredible agent. She was very responsive, always available when needed and
sold our house within days of being on the market. Also at above asking. :)

Highly likely to recommend
03/14/2018 - Venkata Chirakala
Sold a Single Family home in 2018 in Berkeley Heights, NJ
Barbara helped us sell our house in Cinnamon Ridge area - 120 Overhill Way. She is very
knowledgeable about the local market.The best thing about Barbara is there is no "blackout" period
with her. She is available almost 18 hrs a day and ready to answer any question. We moved to
California and we needed an agent who is trustworthy, honest, professional and hardworking. I can
guarantee she has all the qualities.She took best care of our property right from landscaping to
internal maintenance.I have a only one word for Barbara - AWESOME!!!

Highly likely to recommend
3/5/2018 - Benjamin Lindner
Bought a Single Family home in 2017 in Roselle, NJ
Barbara was a real pleasure to work with in finding my first home. Being a 1st time home buyer, I
was obviously lacking some knowledge of the process and where to go next at points of the process.
Barbara really made a difference in this respect, with her help, she was able to guide me in the
correct direction in all points of the process. Barbara was truly more than someone to just show you
the nice houses, but also had the knowledge and the resources to help close it all out once the
perfect house was found!
Barbara seemed to have a very good idea of the local markets, as well as being knowledgeable in
items to pay more attention to when looking at a perspective home.
After having an accepted offer, is where Barbara really seemed to shine, where she was able to help
guide me in the correct direction with the whirlwind of information, inspections, paperwork, etc.
that needs to be completed in a short period of time.
I would truly recommend Barbara to anyone looking for a Realtor.

Highly likely to recommend
12/4/2017 - John Ahrens
Helped me rent a Townhouse home in Berkeley Heights, NJ
Extremely knowledgeable in her trade. Attentive. Patient and Realistic. Very easy to work with and
highly recommend doing business with....

Highly likely to recommend
11/29/2017 - Jennifer Loria
Sold a Single Family home in 2016 in Piscataway, NJ
I can't say enough good things about working with Barb Lewis on the sale of our condo and on our
home search. Her responsiveness and attention to us was exceptional. She went above and beyond
to ensure we could see houses of interest the day they came on the market during off hours to
accommodate.

Highly likely to recommend
9/28/2016 - user0538375
Bought and sold a Townhouse home in 2016 in Summit, NJ

Barbara is very knowledgeable about the area and all of the surrounding cities if your interested in
moving to or near union county. She also will try to get as much credits or deals during closing. We
were not sure of a couple of items and she followed up with vendors to get costs down for us.

Highly likely to recommend
8/31/2016 - kds429
Bought and sold a home in 2016 in Chimney Rock, Bridgewater, NJ
We used Barbara as our listing and buying agent, and she did a great job in both transactions. She
helped us find a buyer for our home in less than a week, and then helped us find our dream home a
short time later. This is the second time we've worked with Barbara and definitely recommend her
to any prospective buyers/sellers.

Highly likely to recommend
8/22/2016 - user7344254
Bought a Single Family home in 2016 in Summit, NJ
We are so grateful we had Barbara to help us find our first house! She was so patient and showed us
so many houses before we finally made a decision. Once we had our offer accepted Barbara was
great, taking care of so many of the small details and reminding us things we needed to stay on top
of. We love the house she found us and we hope we get to work with her in the future!

Highly likely to recommend
8/22/2016 - blackdragon52122
Bought and sold a Single Family home in 2015 in Putnam Manor, Union, NJ
Barbara was great from the beginning. She was with us to sell our past home and find our current
one. She was helpful and informative, which was great for us selling and buying a home for the first
time. She was never pushy and kept things on track. She listened to what we wanted and did
everything she could to find us what we needed. In the end we found everything we hoped for and
couldn't be happier. I wish we could use Barbara next time, but we believe we have found our
forever home with her help. I will most definitely recommend Barbara to anyone I know who is
ready to sell or buy.

Highly likely to recommend
8/22/2016 - monica8192
Bought a Single Family home in 2016 in Berkeley Heights, NJ
I would say if without Barb's help, my experience of international relocation will be awful. She
knows the market very well and quickly understand my needs. She is always available through the
whole process and willing to help all the time.

Highly likely to recommend
2/23/2016 - dwfisher79
Bought a home in 2015 in Long Hill, Chatham Township, NJ 07928
Barbara was a fantastic agent in helping us purchase our new home. She was patient with us as we
relocated from urban life to the burbs, and helped us find the perfect house based on our wish list
and her expert local knowledge. She went above and beyond in dealing with our sellers and
attorneys, and even set us up with a team of contractors/handymen after we closed to help us
make some day 1 changes and upgrades that made our new house our new home. We recommend
Barbara Lewis to any prospective homebuyers in the area!

Highly likely to recommend
2/22/2015 - marleneschmitz27
Bought a home in 2014 in Long Hill, Chatham Township, NJ 07928
Talk about a real estate rock star!! I am so happy I met Barb!! This girl really knows her stuff. She
opened my eyes to things I never would have thought of when buying my house, and really took the
time to get to know me and my style. She guided me through the whole process. I never felt
pressured and she was very patient. Whenever I decide to upgrade to my next house you can bet I'll
be calling Barb!

Highly likely to recommend
3/3/2014 - Deryaj Kazak

Helped me rent a home
My husband and I have worked with several realtors over the years, and Barbara has outshined them
all. She is extremely professional and thorough. Barbara is also an excellent negotiator who
represents her client's interests based on extensive communications regarding their real estate
wants and needs. I have recommended Barbara to friends and family and sincerely hope to
continue working with her in the future.

Highly likely to recommend
8/28/2013 - John and Nancy Yingling
Sold a Single Family home in 2006 in Berkeley Heights, NJ
We were pleased with the professional way that Barbara worked with us in preparing our home for
sale. The house was previously listed in 2005, and did not sell then because it was overpriced by
another agent, who did not advise us well on staging it.
Barbara suggested ways to increase salability and worked with us arranging for some necessary
repairs to be done. She oversaw some minor repairs. Barbara helped us decide on a realistic price.
She prepared an extensive brochure describing our home and the surrounding area, with excellent
photographs and descriptive material.
Despite an initial offer being withdrawn by a prospective buyer, Barbara held firm to our asking
price. She negotiated a second initially low offer up to full price. the home was in attorney review
within a week of offering and closed at the listing price, confirming her assessment of the market.
Her financial background was helpful in working out the details of financing and settlement. We
found her competent and dedicated to the job and client.

More..
I can't say enough good things about working with Barb Lewis on the sale of our condo and
on our home search. Her responsiveness and attention to us was exceptional. She went
above and beyond to ensure we could see houses of interest the day they came on the
market during off hours to accommodate our work schedules. She helped us deal with the
twists and turns of selling our condo with ease. No matter what came our way, Barb kept
things completely professional and was always a pleasure to work with. I recommend Barb
to anyone who asks me for a great realtor!
Jennifer Loria, November 2017, seller in 2016

"...I believe you are a wonderful agent and find it a pleasure to tell everyone I know who
needs one about you. Thank you for being so good to my son and daughter-in-law."
SK
"Barbara was a fantastic agent in helping us purchase our new home. She was patient
with us as we relocated from urban life to the burbs, and helped us find the perfect house
based on our wish list and her expert local knowledge. She went above and beyond in
dealing with our sellers and attorneys, and even set us up with a team of
contractors/handymen after we closed to help us make some day 1 changes and upgrades
that made our new house our new home. We recommend Barbara Lewis to any prospective
homebuyers in the area!"
Derek and Briana Fisher, 2016
Dear Barbara,
We wanted to write to again thank you for all your help. Throughout our entire process of
trying to purchase a new home, your service and commitment have remained excellent.
You have been the only person throughout this process that has consistently been what

used to be referred to as "professional." We will certainly recommend you to anybody that
is contemplating either buying or selling a property.
Andy and Christina Piedl, 2015

Dear Barbara,
No amount of thank you's, dinners or even referrals could ever express the amount of
gratitude we have for everything you did for us in 2014. I wanted to personally thank you
for all of your support, input, and honest conversations. I know we were not easy clients
and I will be forever grateful. You are a true class act and deserve all the success in the
world. I am committed to connecting you with buyers and sellers and I hope to send lots of
referrals your way this year! It's meaningful relationships that make all the difference!
K.B., 2014

